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Abstract 

This chapter examines the use of the particle OKAY in Finnish as a 

response to turns that are designed to provide new information. The study 

focuses on the ways in which the speakers of OKAY orient toward the 

epistemic character of the informing, and on its sufficiency for the purposes 

of the ongoing interaction. These aspects are analyzed by paying attention to 

the sequential and activity context of the particle, its phonetic-prosodic 

design, and the possible subsequent talk in the turn. OKAY is also 

compared with some other Finnish response particles in similar sequential 

and activity contexts. The data come from telephone and face-to-face 

interactions between family and friends spanning a period from the late 

1980s to the present. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The most well-known uses of the particle OKAY in different languages are 

for achieving transitions and closings, and for providing or projecting 

acceptance of the nominated action of  a directive (cf. Schegloff and Sacks 

1973; Beach 1993; Barske 2006, ch. 2; 2009; Schegloff 2007, 120–123; 

Seuren 2018; Chapter 4, this volume; Keevallik and Weidner, this volume). 

These are also its most mentioned uses in Finnish so far (e.g., Leskelä 1999; 

Malaska 2017; Pekkanen 2017; see also the references in footnote 1),1  and 

represent our initial understanding of the core uses of okei. 

 
1
 The use of okei in Finnish dates back to the 1930s. The dictionary of slang (Paunonen and 

Paunonen 2000) contains entries for different forms of OKAY and provides information, 

with examples of the time when the form can be attested. The use of okei as a response to a 

directive can also be traced back to the 1930s (s.v. okei; also the variants ogei, okey and 

okay are mentioned), ok to the 1950s, okeido to the 1950–1960s, okra to the 1990s, and 

okka to the 2000s. The longest entry okei also mentions the use of the word as a tag, as a 

predicate nominal (miten kundit? onks ne tiutau vai onks ne okei? ‘How (are) the guys? are 

they tiutau or are they okay?’), and as an adverbial (soitettiin se keikka, se meni ihan okei 

‘We played the gig, it went okay.’). In translations from English into Finnish, okei is traced 

back as far as a translation by Alex Matson of John Steinbeck’s 1930 novel The Grapes of 

Wrath in 1944 (Pulkkinen 1984 s.v. O.K.). The wikibased Urban dictionary (Urbaani 

Sanakirja), which was started in late 2007, contains eleven entries of OKAY, eight of them 

approximately from the first year of the dictionary, and many of them the same as in the 

slang dictionary. Okei has also been accepted in the main dictionary of written language 



 

  

Quite recently, however, we encountered usages that were “new” to 

us, as well as a noticeable increase in the frequency of okei in the data from 

the 2010s onward (Koivisto 2016, fn. 4). In these “new” usages, okei 

responds to a piece of telling, or to an answer by the questioner – to an 

informing of sorts (see also Pekkanen 2017 for an analysis of okei in a 

present-day dataset, including its use as a display of change-of-state). Okei 

appears to function similarly to change-of-state tokens, proposing “that its 

producer has undergone some kind of change in his or her locally current 

state of knowledge, information, orientation or awareness” (Heritage 1984a, 

299). Its work thus seems to resemble the use of response particles that are 

conventional means for showing such displays (e.g., ai jaa or aha; articles 

in Heinemann and Koivisto 2016b on different languages). In this article we 

explore the use of okei as a response to different kinds of informings in a 

range of sequential contexts. 

In investigating occurrences of okay as a response to informings, we 

use the term “informing” as defined by Thompson, Fox, and Couper-Kuhlen 

(2015, 51). Thompson et al. use the term for actions that are designed "to 

provide information to a non-knowing recipient such that they become 

(more) knowing" (ibid.). “Informing” for them is a cover term for presenting 

news, announcements, informings and reportings. Sequentially, information 

may be provided by the speaker on their own initiative (volunteered 

 
(current continuously updated Kielitoimiston sanakirja 2012 (s.v. okei; pronounced as okei 

or oke´i ).  



 

  

informing in first position), or it may be requested by the interlocutor with a 

question (question-elicited informing in the second position) (ibid.). 

Accordingly, a response to an informing may be produced in the second or 

third position. 

To acknowledge and make public their orientation toward the transfer 

of information, the recipient may produce a response that displays that they 

are now informed, and in so doing indicate that they did not have that 

information before (Heritage 1984a). In contrast, claims of already knowing 

the piece of information would make the sequence an unsuccessful 

informing sequence (ibid., 303–304). For instance, a preferred response to a 

piece of news would be a response that acknowledges the prior turn’s 

newsworthiness, which enables more talk on the topic (Maynard 1997, 104). 

Besides actual news tellings, the category of informings also includes 

deliveries of new information that are not “news” to be talked about as such 

but something that is relevant for the ongoing interaction and that can be 

understood and appreciated from that perspective. Examples of the latter 

type are, for instance, responses to simple information-seeking questions 

(see e.g., Thompson et al. 2015, 16–49), such as inquiries into the current 

whereabouts of the recipient at the beginning of a mobile phone call, or an 

inquiry about the time (see examples below). For cases like this, it may be 

relevant to receive the piece of information as understood and sufficient for 

the current purposes instead of foregrounding its newsworthiness and 

starting to elaborate on it. The key point in both cases is that the information 



 

  

is transferred from a knowing participant to an unknowing participant 

(Heritage 1984a, 2012b). 

Languages have conventionalized practices for displaying that the 

recipient has been informed and undergone a change in their epistemic state 

(see Heinemann and Koivisto 2016a). These include particle responses as 

well as phrasal and minimal or extended clausal responses. In English, for 

example, the central resources are the particle oh, and the minimal clausal 

responses such as you did and did you (see Heritage 1984a; Thompson et al. 

2015, 53). Finnish, on the other hand, has several particles that are 

specialized in treating the prior talk as having provided new information 

(e.g., aijaa, aha(a), jaa, vai nii, ja(a)ha). While the exact functions of most 

of the particles are yet to be investigated, two common particles have been 

studied. Aijaa is the most frequent particle of this group; it treats the prior 

turn as having provided new and newsworthy information, which means that 

the prior turn may be topicalized. It is thus not in itself closing-implicative 

like the English oh. (Koivisto 2015a, 2016; see also Kastari 2006.) Another 

frequent particle aha(a), on the other hand, is used to indicate that the prior 

turn involved a redirection from the projected course of action and was thus 

unanticipated (Koivisto 2016). Other response forms, depending mostly on 

their prosodic shape, may also be used as a response to turns that offer new 

and even newsworthy information. These include partial repetitions of the 

prior turn (+ question particle, e.g., on-ko (be-PRT) or on vai (be PRT)) and 

other particles such as joojoo (a reduplication of the central acknowledging 



 

  

particle joo, Kunnari 2011). Another particle that does not “look like” a 

news receipt but can be used as such, is okei. 

In English, the terminology of response types conventionalized for 

displaying an epistemic change of state varies. For example, Heritage 

(1984a, 307–309) deploys the term information receipt to describe the use 

of the particle oh to display that the preceding talk to which it responds has 

been informative to the oh speaker. Oh is differentiated from response types 

such as yeah and mm hm, which do not treat the prior talk as informative. 

Furthermore, Heritage (ibid. fn. 13, by reference to Jefferson 1981a, 62–66), 

differentiates information receipts from news receipts/newsmarks, forms 

that treat the prior talk as news and solicit more talk on it (e.g., did you; oh 

did you; oh really). However, Thompson et al. abandon the distinction 

between news receipts and newsmarks. They show that prosodic formats 

play a central role in distinguishing the work that the different syntactic 

forms do, for example, in terms of emotive involvement and whether they 

project sequence expansion (Thompson et al. 2015, 113–114). Thompson et 

al. provide a more detailed discussion on the terminology (ibid., 52–53). 

In this chapter, we will develop the description of okay as a response 

to informings through analyzing its use in its sequential and activity 

contexts together with its prosodic design, instead of treating it a priori as a 

member of any of the categories mentioned above. We will show that the 

use of okay as a response to an informing ranges from acknowledging 

(accepting) the relevance and sufficiency of the informing for the ongoing 



 

  

activity, to orienting to the prior turn as having provided something 

newsworthy or of (special) interest. In the latter cases, okei is produced with 

a marked, salient prosody. 

 

 

2. Data 

 

We collected the data for the study from different telephone and face-to-face 

conversations held at different points of time. The data come from the 

Conversational Data Archive on Finnish at the University of Helsinki. They 

include telephone conversations between friends and family, recorded over 

four decades (from 1980 onward), and videotaped face-to-face interactions 

between friends and family. We went through sets of corpora from different 

points of time to obtain an initial understanding of the frequency of okei 

between the late 1980s and the 2010s. After this, we counted all the cases 

that could be considered informings. The striking observation was that while 

the use of okei has become more frequent in general, its uses as receipts of 

informings had also become commonplace by 2010.  

 

Table 1:  Number of okeis in data in different decades. Year = year of 

recording(s), Age = age(s) of speakers 
 

Decade Medium Year   Age  Total 

length 

Number 

of okeis 

Number of 

okeis in 



 

  

informing 

sequences 

Late 

1980s  

           

 telephone 1988–

1989 

young 

adults 

90 min  25 0 

Late 

1990s  

           

 telephone 1997 18–20 115 min  47 6 

Late 

2000s 

           

 telephone, 

face-to-face 

2007–

2008 

17–30, 

50 

109 min 73 28 

 2010s             

 face-to-face, 

dyadic and 

multiparty 

2011, 

2015 

 

20–30  476 min 230 161 

 Radio 

interview 

2017 ~50 13 min 3 3 

Total           378 201 

 

 

We also analyze the use of other response particles in the contexts in which 

we examine the use of okay, in order to sharpen the analysis of okay. The 

analyses of these other particles rests on existing prior research, mainly our 

own. 

 

 



 

  

 

3. Contrasting the use of okei to change-of-state tokens proper 

 

An essential question pertaining to the use of okei in response to an 

informing is its relation to response types that are specialized in expressing 

that the prior turn provided new information. In essence, these particles can 

be characterized as change-of-state tokens, proposing that  "its producer  has 

undergone some kind of change in his or her locally current state of 

knowledge, information, orientation or awareness" (Heritage 1984a, 299).2 

Consider the following two excerpts from mobile phone call openings. In 

the first excerpt, the change-of-state token aijaa functions as a third position 

turn in an informing sequence, and the second excerpt contains an instance 

of okei in a similar environment.3   

 

Excerpt 1: Lahdessa ‘in Lahti’ (KTA2 Sg112 A01), 1997, Finnish, mobile 

phone call, informal conversation 
 

01 VIK:   halojaa_ 

 

02 MIS:   no  moi:_ hh mi-ssä    sä     oo-t. Hh 

          PRT PRT      where-INE you.SG be-2SG 

          hi hh where are you  

 

03 VIK:   lahde-ssa. 

 
2
 The basic findings on Finnish change-of-state tokens presented here are mainly based on 

previous work (Koivisto 2015a, 2016; Kastari 2006). However, we will illustrate their use 

with examples from the current database. 
3 It should be noted that Excerpt 1 is taken from a series of phone calls recorded in the late 

1990s, which included no instances of okei as a receipt of new information (its use was 

restricted to closing and transition contexts). Excerpt 2, on the other hand, was recorded 

twenty years later, in 2008. At that time, okei was used in a wider range of sequential 

contexts, also as a response to informings. 



 

  

          NAME.CITY-INE  

          in Lahti 

 

04 MIS:=> ai jaa. mi-tä-s      sie-llä.h 

                  what-PAR-CLI DEM3.LOC-ADE 

                  what’s ((happening)) there 

 

05 VIK:   ol-la-an  salla-lle  ol-tu   osta-ma-s    >kaikke-e<. 

          be-PASS-4 1nameF-ALL be-PPPC buy-INF3-INE everything-PAR 

          we’ve been buying all kinds of stuff for Salla 

  

 

Excerpt 2: Testipuhelu ‘test call’ (KTA3 Sg404 testipuhelu), 2008, Finnish, 

mobile phone call, informal conversation 

 
01 MIR:   moro? tää  o-n    testi-puhelu siit     nauhotta-va-sta? 

          PRT   DEM1 be-3SG test-call    DEM3.ELA record-PTCP-ELA 

          hi  this is a test call from the recording ((machine)) 

  

02 TAR:   £aha ok(h)ei oo-t-sä       mi-s↑sä£ 

          PRT  PRT     be-2SG-you.SG where-INE 

          AHA OK(H)EI where are you 

    

03 MIR:   öö miko-lla? hh 

             1nameM-ADE 

          er at Mikko’s hh 

  

04        (0.6) 

  

05 TAR:=> okei mä oo-n   just .hhh tii:na-n  kanssa tä-ssä? hh .hh 

               PRT be-1SG PRT       1nameF-GEN with  DEM1-INE      

               I’m here right now .hhh with Tiina hh .hh     

  

06     => kävele-mä-ssä kohti ↑kir:jasto-a; 

          walk-INF-INE toward library-PAR 

          walking toward the library               

  

In both cases, the sequence-initial question is part of the opening of the 

phone call: the caller inquires about the location of the recipient, which is a 

customary part of mobile phone call openings (see e.g., Laurier 2001; 

Weilenmann 2003; Arminen 2006). In both cases, the recipient also 

provides a mere phrasal answer to indicate their location, and in so doing 



 

  

transfers the turn back to the questioner (Vepsäläinen 2019, 84–91). In 

Excerpt 1, the answer is received with aijaa (one of the equivalents of the 

English oh, see Koivisto 2015a, 2016), produced as a prosodic unit of its 

own with a final falling contour. In Excerpt 2 (line 5), the response is okei, 

followed by a reciprocal informing without a prosodic break. We can safely 

say that in both cases the previous turn provided new information as an 

answer to an information-seeking question, which was then received with 

aijaa/okei. What is different, though, is that in Excerpt 1, the answer merely 

provides the name of the town in which the speaker is, whereas in Excerpt 

2, the answer providing the location (‘at Mikko’s’, i.e., visiting somebody) 

implies that the speaker may be  unable to engage in a longer conversation. 

This difference is reflected in the ways in which the questioners treat the 

answers. In Excerpt 1, the questioner produces a follow-up question 

(‘what’s happening there’) after the particle aijaa, thus treating the piece of 

information as topicalizable. In general, ai jaa differs from the use of 

English oh in that it is not closing-relevant (Koivisto 2015a). In Excerpt 2, 

okei is followed by a reciprocal informing of the current whereabouts of the 

questioner, verifying the fact that the prior description was received as 

understood and sufficient, and needed no elaboration.  

Another piece of evidence of aijaa and okei operating differently 

when responding to a piece of new information is that they can occur 

together, in the same turn. Consider the following Excerpt 3, in which aijaa 

is followed by okei twice within the same sequence (lines 9 and 12). This is 



 

  

an excerpt from a face-to-face conversation in which Iina is visiting her 

friend Susa. Later, Susa’s sister Maija arrives at Susa’s from her boyfriend’s 

(Tomi), but apparently earlier than Iina had expected.    

 

Excerpt 3: Nopeesti ‘quickly’ (Repair Aineisto1_30_40), 2011, Finnish, 

face-to-face, informal conversation 

 
01 IIN:   ↑mi-st    sä      tul-i-t     siis. pa:sila-sta    vai. 

          where-ELA you.SG come-PST-2SG PRT  NAME.SUBURB-ELA or  

          where did you come ((here)) from then. Pasila or  

 

02        (.) 

 

03 MAI:   .mthh #joo#. 

          .tch  yeah   

 

04 IIN:   >mite sä     tul-i-t<     näi      nopeesti. 

           how  you.SG come-PST-2SG DEM1.MAN quickly 

           how did you get here so quickly 

 

05        (0.6) 

 

06 MAI:   ↑bu:ssi  #tulee suoraan# °toho°. 

           ((the)) bus comes  straight there 

 

07 IIN:-> ↑ai↓jaa. 
 

08        (0.4)              

 

09 IIN:=> [°okei°. ] 

10 SUS:   [yhek↑sän]↓          viis menee siit tomin edestä ja; 

           ((the)) nine five leaves from Tomi’s place and   

 

11        (.) 

 

12 IIN:=> aija::a. o[kei.] 

13 SUS:             [ tul]ee toho_ 

                      comes  there 

 

14        (1.0) ((SUS makes a pointing gesture))      

 

15 SUS:   toho mannerheimintielle, (.) 

          there to Mannerheim Street 

 

Iina's question in line 1 is a simple information-seeking question followed 

by a candidate answer following ('from Pasila or'). After receiving a 



 

  

confirming response Iina, instead of receiving the answer as understood, 

sufficient or new information, asks for an explanation for Susa’s quick 

arrival, thus revealing the motivation behind her initial question (line 4). As 

a response, Maija provides a characterization of the bus route from the point 

of view of Iina's question ('comes straight'). Iina responds with aijaa in line 

7, produced with a movement from slight rise in pitch at the beginning of 

the response relative to Iina’s prior talk (marked with ) to a falling final 

contour. With aijaa Iina treats the answer as a piece of new and newsworthy 

information (Koivisto 2015a), which is emphasized by the wide prosodic 

movement in the particle. In other words, by saying aijaa, Iina claims that 

she did not previously know of the existence of such a bus connection, 

thereby also confirming her status as a now-informed party (Heritage 1984a, 

310). By not continuing she may be understood as making an elaboration of 

the information by Maija relevant. That not coming, she produces okei, 

uttered sotto voce and with a falling final contour (line 9). With okei she 

displays acceptance of the relevance of the information and its sufficiency 

for explaining Maija’s unexpectedly quick arrival. This is followed by an 

additional, more detailed piece of information (and thus explanation) by 

Maija’s sister Susa, to which Iina again responds with aijaa, with a narrow 

range modulation and a final fall, followed by okei as a separate prosodic 

unit (line 12). 

Excerpt 3 shows that the two particles can occur in combination, as a 

composite sequence-closing third (Schegloff 2007, 127). The order of the 



 

  

particles is always aijaa (or some other change-of-state token), followed by 

okei (cf. Schegloff 2007 on oh okay; see also Helmer, Betz, and Depperman, 

this volume). In this case, we can say that aijaa is used for acknowledging 

the newsworthiness of the answer (epistemic orientation), and okei targets 

its success in providing a satisfactory explanation, thereby proposing a 

sequence closure. Thus, in this context, okei is used as a device for 

indicating action-acceptance, especially from the point of view of its 

sufficiency (similarly to English okay, Schegloff 2007, 128). 

This section has shown some basic similarities and differences 

between the Finnish “change-of-state token proper” aijaa and okei. We now 

take a closer look at the properties of okei as the receipt of an informing. We 

first discuss cases in which okei receives informings as relevant and 

sufficient for the current purposes (Section 4). We then move on to cases in 

the most recent data in which okei also has usages that come close to the use 

of aijaa. In these cases, it provides the first response to the informing, 

marking it as newsworthy or of special interest (Section 5). We suggest that 

in these cases, the characteristics of okei implying the sufficiency of the 

informing merge into and exploit the characteristics of the change-of-state 

tokens. This means that okei can treat the informing as having provided 

something newsworthy or of special interest but also as a relevant and 

sufficient whole from the perspective of the ongoing activity. It turns out 

that prosody plays a central role in displaying which properties of the okei 

response are more emphasized, in addition to the sequential placement of 



 

  

the informing. Finally, we briefly consider okei produced with stylized 

prosody, which seems to add an affective coloring of doubt or perplexity to 

the response, whereas the meaning of indicating sufficiency is present to a 

lesser extent (Section 6).    

  

 

4. Receiving information as understood and sufficient for current 

purposes 

  

In this section we analyze the instances of the okei response that treat the 

prior informing as understood and sufficient for the current purposes, thus 

orienting to the instrumental nature of the informing in the context of a 

larger ongoing activity. In so doing, okei closes or suggests closure of the 

local sequence. These informings include, for example, sequences of talk 

that deal with checking and setting the conditions for the interaction or the 

activity proper to start. In these cases, okei is produced as prosodically 

unmarked. We start with the mobile phone call from Excerpt 2. We consider 

a larger excerpt that contains two instances of okei as a response to an 

informing, both volunteered and question-elicited. 

  

Excerpt 4: Testipuhelu ‘test call’ (KTA3 Sg404 testipuhelu), 2008, Finnish, 

mobile phone call, informal conversation; analyzed partially in Excerpt 2 

 
01 MIR:   moro? tää  on     testi-puhelu siit     nauhotta-va-sta? 

          PRT  DEM1 be-3SG test-call    DEM3.ELA record-PTCP-ELA 



 

  

          hi   this is a test call from the recording ((machine)) 

  

02 TAR:=> £aha ok(h)ei oo-t-sä       mi-s↑sä£ 

           PRT         be-2SG-you.SG where-INE 

                       where  are you  

  

03 MIR:   öö miko-lla? hh 

             1nameM-ADE 

          er at Mikko’s hh 

  

04        (0.6) 

  

05 TAR:=> okei mä oo-n  just .hhh tii:na-n   kanssa tä-ssä? hh .hh 

               I be-1SG PRT       1nameF-GEN with   DEM1-INE      

               I’m here right now .hhh with Tiina hh .hh     

  

06     => kävele-mä-ssä kohti ↑kir:jasto-a; 

          walk-INF-INE toward library-PAR 

          walking toward ((the)) library 

 

In line 2, okei, following the change-of-state token aha, is a response to a 

volunteered informing regarding the fact that the phone call will be 

recorded, and in line 5, okei initiates a turn with which the speaker responds 

to an answer that she received to the question she asked her co-participant. 

In both cases, the speaker moves from okei to the following turn-component 

without a prosodic break: in line 2, to a request for information (‘where are 

you’) and in line 5, to a reciprocated informing. This is an indication that the 

speaker treats the information provided by the co-participant as understood 

and sufficient for the current purposes, closing the local sequence. Okei in 

line 2 also functions as an indication of its speaker’s commitment to talk 

despite the call being recorded (these usages are outside the scope of our 

analysis); producing the response aha with a smile, and the laugh token in 

ok(h)ei may index the delicacy of the situation. The following turn-



 

  

components in this turn in line 2 begin a new adjacency pair, which makes it 

clear that the okei speaker expects no elaboration from the informer.4 

Instead, okei is used to acknowledge the current status and whereabouts of 

the recipient  before the call can move on to other matters. 

Another type of example of a minimal question-answer-okei sequence 

is provided below. The excerpt is taken from a situation in which a group of 

students is preparing food for a get-together of a bigger group. In this 

excerpt, okei receives an answer to a question about time during the 

preparation of the meal. Okei is used to receive an answer to a question that 

Irja, who is baking bread, has just asked. 

 

Excerpt 5: Kello ‘clock’ (Pekkanen), 2015, face-to-face, conversation in 

student union kitchen 

 
01     (2.3) 

 

02 IRJ:   >karri mi-tä<   <kello> o(h). 

           1nameM what-PAR clock  be.3SG 

           Karri  what  time is it 

 

03        (1.4) 

 

04 KAR:   kello o-n    tasan   kuusi. 

          clock be-3SG exactly six. 

          it’s exactly six o’clock 

 

05 IRJ:=> okei. hyvä? 

                good 

 

06 HIL:   °nonni,° (0.4) paitsi et   mi↑tenkäs 

          alright  (0.4) except how did  

 
4
 It is noteworthy that the precise position of okei in its turn and hence its temporal relation 

to the prior informing by the co-participant is different in these two cases. Whereas the 

latter okei (line 5) occupies the initial position in the turn, the okei in line 2 is preceded by 

the change-of-state token aha, which implies that the information received requires a 

reorientation from the aha speaker (Koivisto 2016). 



 

  

 

07       meiän uuni-po#litiik#ka nyt meni. 

         our oven-politics go 

 

08 IRJ:  en     tii£jä(hh)£.   

          I don’t know 

 

 

With her okei (line 5), produced as a prosodic unit of its own and having a 

falling final contour, Irja displays understanding and the sufficiency of the 

information Karri provided. She then produces an assessment (hyvä ‘good’) 

in a separate prosodic unit. This assessment implies the relevance of her 

question and the relevance of its answer for her ongoing activity of baking – 

there is no time pressure to prepare the bread. Again, then, while 

functioning as a receipt of new (here: question-elicited) information, okei 

invites neither elaboration of the prior turn nor the topic initiated by the 

question but rather closes the sequence. As in Excerpt 4, the function of okei 

is related to establishing conditions for the ongoing larger activity (see also 

Pekkanen 2017). 

Okei can also be part of a conventional pre-sequence, that is, function 

as the receipt of an answer to a question that is designed to project another 

action. In the excerpt below, a child (TAN) is making a mobile phone call to 

his mother (MOM). 

 

Excerpt 6: Ääni ‘sound’ (KTA3 Sg400_07), 2008, Finnish, mobile phone 

call, informal conversation 

 

01 MOM:   >merja< 



 

  

          1nameF 

 

02        (1.0) 

 

03 TAN:   moi mamma, 

          hi mommy  

 

04 MOM:   @no moi@, 

          PRT hi 

 

05        (0.8) 

 

06 TAN:   mi-tä    kuul-u-u? 

          what-PAR hear-REFL-3SG 

          how are you? 

 

07 MOM:   @no hyvä-ä:@_h 

          PRT good-PAR 

          PRT fine 

 

08        (0.8) 

 

09 TAN:   mm: o-n-k-s      [su-l       huome-n      ilta     

          PRT be-3SG-Q-CLI  you.SG-ADE tomorrow-ESS evening     

          mm do you have an evening 

10 MOM:                    [(mi<)         

 

11 TAN:   vai aamu? 

          or a morning ((shift)) tomorrow   

 

12        (0.2) 

 

13 MOM:   aa↑muh, 

          morning 

 

14        (1.2) 

 

15 TAN:   okei; .hh #ö<# (0.5) >mikä toi  ääni  o<. 

                                what  DEM2 sound be.3SG 

                .hh er (0.5) what’s that sound 

 

16        (0.8) 

 

17 MOM:   .hh no< (.) tää  ny  piippa-il#e-e#.h 

              PRT     DEM1 PRT beep-FREL-3SG 

          .hh well (.) this is just beeping 

  

18        (1.0) 

  

19 TAN:   aha.=.hh öö niin no#::# voi-n-k-s     mä men-nä 

          PRT         PRT   PRT   can-1SG-Q-CLI I  go-INF   

          I see.=.hh uhm so: can I stay over 

 

20        mati-lle   yö-ks     °tänää°? 

          1nameM-ALL night-TRA  today 

          at Matti’s tonight  

  

21        (0.2) 

  

22 MOM:   ai  tänää:.h 



 

  

          oh tonight 

  

23        (0.4) 

  

24 TAN:   nii. 

          yes 

  

26 MOM:   o-n-k-s      su-l       lupa.h 

          be-3SG-Q-CLI you.SG-ADE permission 

          do you have permission 

  

25        (0.7) 

  

26 TAN:   o-n? 

          be-3SG  

          yes 

  

In lines 9 and 11, TAN produces, at a place for presenting the reason for the 

call, an alternative question that initiates what looks like a pre-sequence: 

TAN (a child) asks his mother about her work shifts. MOM provides a 

grammatically projected answer, picking one of the alternatives provided 

(aamu 'morning', line 13). After a lengthy pause, TAN receives this with 

okei (line 15), produced with a slight accent on the second syllable and a fall 

to mid contour. The okei treats the answer as understood and sufficient but 

does not “do” anything with it (in terms of the possible projected main 

activity). Instead, the speaker proceeds, after a hitch, to another question 

about the sounds of the mobile phone (related to the recording of the phone 

call) which leads to an insert expansion (lines 15–19). Once this issue is 

resolved, TAN proceeds to the projected main action, which turns out to be 

asking for permission to stay overnight at a friend's house (lines 19–20). It 

comes out subsequently (data not shown) that the question about the 

morning/evening shift was related to whether MOM could pick TAN up 

from his friend’s place the next day. 



 

  

The use of okei in Excerpt 6 is thus similar to the use of okei in the 

previous two cases (Excerpts 4 and 5) in the sense that the prior informing is 

constructed by the okei speaker as something instrumental with respect to 

the ongoing larger activity. It is thus not of particular interest in itself but 

still something that needs to be established before the larger projected 

activity can start or the already-started activity continue (i.e., establishing 

the recipient’s current location and activities at the beginning of a phone call 

(Excerpt 4); asking the time in the interest of completing the cooking on 

time (Excerpt 5); and finally, a first pair part initiating an actual pre-

sequence that is designed to inquire about the pre-conditions that might 

prevent the granting of a request (Excerpt 6) (see, e.g., Fox 2014). 

So far, we have not encountered any cases of okei in the older data 

that would be comparable to the informing sequences discussed above. 

However, we have found other particles treating the prior turn as understood 

and sufficient for the current purposes. These include joo, joojoo, and just. 

However, while the sequential positions of okei and other particles are 

roughly similar, okei as a claim of sufficient understanding still has a 

slightly different profile. The following excerpts from the beginning of the 

telephone calls contain the particles joo (Excerpt 7), its reduplication joojoo 

(Excerpt 8), and just (Excerpt 9). All the excerpts are from the early 1990s. 

 

Excerpt 7: Haukotus ‘yawn’ (KTA2 Sg094_01), 1991, Finnish, landline 

call, informal conversation 

 



 

  

01 PEK:   mpekka virtanen_hh[h 

          1nameM surname 

          mPekka Virtanen 

02 REI:                     [no  niin piti olla  

                             PRT so ((it)) was supposed to be  

 

03        huomenta_= 

          morning               

 

04 PEK:   =no huo:menta huo[menta_h        ] 

           PRT morning   morning  

 

05 REI:->                  [e-t-hän     vaa] nuk[ku-nu_] 

                            NEG-2SG-CLI PRT  sleep-PPT 

                            you weren’t sleeping were you                           

06 PEK:                                         [ .hhhh]hh 

 

07 PEK:   ei::ku tä-s     kuuntel-i      uutis-i-a_ .hhhh 

          PRT    DEM1-INE listen-PST.1SG news-PL-PAR 

          no ((I)) was listening to the news here .hhhh 

                              

08        hhhar[vaa,hh                  ] 

             guess  

09 REI:        [(eiku)      se kesti nii] kaua vastata,= 

                (no I mean) it took  so   long to answer 

 

10 PEK:   =(mää hyppäsin ni) alas tosta_ .hh[hh 

          =(I jumped       ) down  

11 REI:                                     [tä 

                                             what 

 

12 PEK:   mä olin (tulo- tulos  tänne) alas 

          I  was  (comi- coming here ) downstairs  

 

13        ((yawning:)) .hhhh< 

 

14 REI:=> °joo°. no   miltä    se näyttää_  

                well how does it  look 

 

 

 

Excerpt 8: Smirgeli ‘smirgeli’ (KTA2 Sg094_06), 1991, Finnish, landline 

call, informal conversation 
 

01 PEK:   hh ö Pekka  Virtanen_hh= 

               1nameM surname 

               Pekka Virtanen 

 

02 MAT:   =no  joo: Matti  Makkonen morjens_= 

           PRT yes  1nameM surname  hi 

               yes Matti Makkonen hi 

 

03 PEK:   =no moi moi.= 

          PRT hi  hi 

 

04 MAT:-> =ö ryntäs-i-t   sä     pi:tkä-ltä.hh= 

             rush-PST-2SG you.SG long-ABL 

          =er did you ((have to)) rush from far away= 

                

05 PEK:   =#ei::  tuo-lt   yläkerra-st  tänne       alas vaan#_hh= 



 

  

          NEG.3SG DEM2-ABL upstairs-ELA DEM1.LOC.ALL down just 

          =no just from upstairs down here   

 

06 MAT:=> =jo[o joo:.  

07 PEK:      [.nhh 

 

08 MAT:   tota: mä tein ne (.) kii:lat nyt:te just [äskön.] 

          well  I made the (.) wedges just a moment ago 

 

 

 

Excerpt 9: Tanssimaan ‘dancing’ (KTA2 Sg056 A02), 1991, Finnish, 

landline call, informal conversation 

 
01 KAI:   leppäne? 

          surname 

          Leppäne? 

 

02 SIR:   °no sirpa  moi.° 

          PRT 1nameF hi 

              Sirpa moi 

 
03 KAI:   no ↑moi moi. 

          PRT hi  hi 

 

04 SIR:-> e-t-hän     nukku-nu. 

          NEG-2SG-CLI sleep-PPT 

          you weren’t sleeping were you 

 

05 KAI:   ↑e:-n   nukku-nu (.) mä (.) vaa  ol-i-n     tuo-l 

          NEG-1SG sleep-PPT    I      just be-PST-1SG DEM2-ADE 

          ((I)) didn’t (.) I (.) just was there     

 

06        toise-s   huonee-s .mu    .men-i     .vähä 

          other-INE room-INE  I.ADE go-PST.3SG little.ADV 

          in the other room it took me  

 

07        .aika-a  .ku .mä dyykkas-i-n         sie-ltä 

          time-PAR when I  dive(SLANG)-PST-1SG DEM3.LOC-ABL 

          a moment to jump here from  

 

08        #tännehh# m  hhh 

          there 

 

09 SIR:=> just.=no  mä aattel-i-n    siitä    perjantai-sta= 

                PRT I  think-PST-1SG DEM3.ELA Friday-ELA 

               =well I was thinking about the Friday= 

     

10 KAI:   =.hh joohh (0.5) mitä_ ootsä soitellu ihmi[silleh 

          =.hh yeah (0.5) what_ have you been calling people 

 

In the segments above, the caller poses an inquiry about the recipient’s 

current situation, displaying an orientation toward a delay in responding to 

the call (in Excerpt 7 line 5, in Excerpt 8 line 4, and in Excerpt 9 line 4). 



 

  

After receiving the answer with the response particle, the callers proceed to 

the reason for their call (lines 14, 8 and 9). This demarcation between 

sequences and separate activities is enforced by producing the response 

particle with a falling final contour as a prosodic unit of its own. 

These particles are also used in the more recent data. In the following 

excerpt, joojoo is used in a similar sequential environment in a telephone 

call recorded in 2007. In the same set of data we also have a case of okei in 

a similar kind of sequential context (Excerpt 11). 

 

Excerpt 10: Lasku ‘bill’ (KTA3 Sg399l), 2007, Finnish, mobile phone call, 

informal conversation 

 
01  RAI:  .hh noni    moikka_ 

              alright hi 

 

02  TEE:   no  morjesta hh_ 

           PRT hi 

 

03  RAI:   soita-n-ko paha-an aika-a<_= 

           call-1SG-Q bad-ILL time-ILL 

           am I calling at a bad time 

            

04  TEE:   =e:-t    ollenkaa et  °>ihan to-s<°  (.) vuosaare-ssa 

            NEG-2SG at.all   PRT  just  DEM2-INE   NAME.SUBURB-INE 

           =not at all so °I’m just° (.) in Vuosaari  

 

05         oo-n   ja_ 

           be-1SG and 

           and 

 

06  RAI:=> joojoo.hh eiku hh mä vahingo-ssa  ava-si-n     ku 

                     PRT     I  accident-INE open-PST-1SG PRT 

                     no hh I accidentally opened ((‘it’))  

 

07         tänne        tul-i        äsgee-n  lasku_ 

           DEM1.LOC.ILL come-PST.3SG NAME-GEN bill 

           a bill from ÄsG that came here 

 

 

 

Excerpt 11: Kotona ‘home’ (KTA3 Sg399i), 2007, Finnish, mobile phone 

call, informal conversation 
 



 

  

01  TEE:   moi_ 

           hi 

 

02  MIR:   n_moi  oo-t-sä       (.) nyt koto-na-s      vai_ 

           PRT hi be-2SG-you.SG     now home-ESS-POSS1 or 

           PRT hi are you (.) at home now or  

 

03  TEE:   joo:_ oo-n_hh just tul-i-n_ 

           PRT   be-1SG  PRT  come-PST-1SG 

           yes I am hh ((‘I’)) just got here  

 

04  MIR:=> ok#ei:#; (.) joo no  e-m-mä<   (.) viel tiädä 

                        PRT PRT NEG-1SG-I     yet  know 

                    (.) yeah well I don’t (.) yet know  

 

05         siis että (.) tota ei      me nyt viel olla 

           PRT  PRT      PRT  NEG.3SG we now yet  be 

           PRT whether (.) um we aren’t at least now  

 

06         ainakaa  tulo-ssa [mutta hh] 

           at.least coming-INE  but 

           coming but hh 

 

Compared to the use of okei in similar sequential and activity contexts, the 

particles joo, joojoo and just suggest that the prior topic has been dealt with. 

In contrast, okei indicates that the conversation can move on to projected 

next matters. We suggest that, in comparison to okei, joo, joojoo and just 

provide a slightly different kind of response, and each of them a response 

type of their own. Joo (Excerpt 7), which can be described as a general 

acknowledgement token5, provides a weaker display of the sufficiency and 

possible closing relevance of the sequence, topic and activity than okei (on 

joo, see Sorjonen 2001). The reduplication joojoo (Excerpts 8 and 10), on 

the other hand, can take a longer segment of talk in its scope, receiving it as 

 
5
 Joo also has uses other than an acknowledgment token: it is used as a confirming response 

to polar questions, and as a claim of compliance to imperative formatted directives (see 

Sorjonen 2001). 



 

  

understood and sufficient, and it may imply a suggestion to the co-

participant to finish their activity (see Kunnari 2011). It can thus be used as 

a stronger closing- and transition-implying device than the simple joo. The 

third particle just implies, as suggested by Waris (2011), stronger 

understanding of the prior talk than joo, and in so doing, orients slightly 

more toward the prior turn as having provided new information.6 

Okei as a response that treats the informing as understood and 

sufficient, and further talk on the issue as unnecessary for the ongoing 

activity, thus resembles the usages of some other particles. However, while 

there are clear similarities, differences also emerge: in the examples above, 

joo, joojoo and just are followed by an initiation of a new sequence, topic 

and activity. Thus the particles close the previous trajectory of talk. In 

contrast, okei – while also treating the prior talk as sufficient for the current 

purposes and thus closing the local sequence – also orients toward the 

informing being relevant from the perspective of a larger, still ongoing 

activity. A more comprehensive understanding of the use of the different 

resources relative to each other requires further extensive study. 

 

 

5. Receiving information as newsworthy: okei produced with marked 

prosody 

 
6
 Just is also used as a temporal adverb and a focus particle (see Vilkuna 1993). 



 

  

  

In the preceding section we saw instances of okei as the first response to 

informing, treating it as understood and sufficient for the current purposes. 

In all the cases, the okei speaker proceeded after okei to further talk that 

oriented toward the informing as being sufficient and not relevant to 

elaboration. In these cases, okei was produced as prosodically unmarked, 

i.e., flat and with a final fall (cf. Couper-Kuhlen, this volume). We now turn 

to the cases in which okei treats the prior informing as more than just 

understood and sufficient, orienting toward the epistemic salience of the 

informing. This means that the information provided is treated as 

newsworthy or of special interest. These cases cluster in sequences of 

telling. In this context, the use of okei thus comes close to that of the 

dedicated change-of-state tokens (Heritage 1984a). In the following, we 

present two cases produced with marked prosody. 

We will start with an example in which the use of okei as treating a 

piece of information as epistemically salient emerges very clearly because 

of its marked prosody. The segment is from a radio interview in which the 

interviewee is the famous rock musician, Ismo Alanko. Previously (data not 

shown) the interviewer (INT) has asked Alanko (ALA) whether he thinks 

about the genre of songs when starting to work on new material. When the 

excerpt begins, Alanko is describing his long-standing dream of making a 

“beautiful peaceful album”. 

 



 

  

Excerpt 12: Haave ‘dream’ (Radio Ykkösvieras Ismo Alanko), 2017, 

Finnish, radio interview  

 
01 ALA:   mul on ollu monta- pitkän aikaa    semmonen haave et 

          I’ve had    many-  for a long time    a dream   that 

 

02        mä haluisin  j:oskus  >sellasen< 

          I would like at some point ((‘to make’)) this kind of 

 

03        kau:niin  rauhallisen levyn. .nff ja  se on  aina 

          beautiful peaceful    album. .nff and it’s  always 

 

04        jääny             ja  sit  on tullu joku muu idea 

          ((just)) got left and then some other idea has arisen 

 

05        joka onki toteutet[tu sitte siinä välissä.= 

          that gets carried out in between.= 

06 INT:                     [mm; 

 

07 ALA:   =↑nyt mä oon tekemässä sitä [mikä pitä-s  

          =↑now I’m    doing     it   it’s supposed ((to come out)) 

08 INT:=>                             [.t o↑ke:i.  

 

09        ens syksynä sit[te et se on nyt; .hhh niinku 

          next fall   then   so it’s  now  .hhh like 

10 INT:=>                [okei. 

 

11 ALA:   miksauksessa menossa.         

          being mixed. 

 

12        (0.2) 

 

13 ALA:   [.nhhh 

14 INT:-> [ai se on jo     ↑niin pitkäl[lä. 

           oh it’s already ↑that far along. 

15 ALA:                                [joo. [kyllä. 

                                        PRT   PRT    

                                        yeah. it is.      

16 INT:                                      [no ni.  kaunis  

                                              alright. a beautiful  

                                          

17        rauhallinen le[vy. nyt ku    en-  

          peaceful    album  now when I don’t- 

18 ALA:                 [niin. mut on siin- (tai) sanotaan  niin et  

                         yes.  but there’s-   or  let’s say that  

 

19        siinä pyritään [k(h)auneuteen mutta; .hh mä en pysty   

          it    strives   for beauty    but    .hh I  can’t 

20 INT:                   [hh heh heh 

 

21 ALA:   välttämään sitä     että maailman; .hhhh nf jyly ky-  

          avoid      the fact that the rumble of the world 



 

  

 

22        kuitenkin kuuluu        [sieltä niinku että 

          ((can)) still be heard  in it   like   that 

 

In the course of Alanko’s extended turn, the interviewer first merely 

produced continuers such as mm at syntactic and prosodic boundaries. 

Another mm is produced in line 6. In line 7, after having described his 

dream on a general level, Alanko begins a new TCU. It starts with the 

temporal adverb nyt ‘now’, produced prosodically with a high onset and 

stress, which projects the beginning of something new. That is, the temporal 

adverb is anchored to the current moment, contrasting with what he has 

talked about previously. 

Alanko announces that he is now in the process of making the album 

that he has been dreaming of. Right after the possible last element of the 

first clause, the anaphoric pronoun (sitä ‘it’, ‘now I’m doing it’), the 

interviewer responds in overlap with a prosodically marked okei response 

(line 8). It is produced with a step up, stress and vowel lengthening in the 

second syllable. Okei with this type of prosodic design in this particular 

point of talk is implemented for highlighting the immediately-prior 

informing and marking it as worthy of special interest and attention (cf. 

Heritage 1984a, 305; see also Thompson et al. 2005, 55–56). In doing so it 

also aligns with the designed-as-newsworthy characteristics of the just-prior 

announcement. The first okei is followed by another, prosodically less 

marked instance of okei, receiving the second part of the informing (‘it is 



 

  

supposed ((to come out)) this fall’). Another, more elaborated and explicit 

type of news response occurs in line 14 after Alanko reports that the album 

is already being mixed. The interviewer produces a paraphrase-type 

candidate understanding (‘oh it’s already that far along’), targeting a 

specific element of the prior talk and retrieving it as news (see Thompson et 

al. 2015, 128–134). After the candidate understanding has been confirmed, 

the interviewer produces a summary assessment (e.g., Jefferson 1984b, 

211), now indicating the sufficiency of the information provided about the 

present state of the production of the album (lines 16–17). The interviewee 

then moves gradually to talk about whether his music can indeed be 

considered ‘beautiful’ (from line 18 onward). 

However, even if okei responding to an informing may be produced 

with a marked prosody, which highlights the newsworthiness of the 

informing, it does not need to make an elaboration by the informer relevant. 

This is the case in the following excerpt from the kitchen of a student union. 

The excerpt begins when a newcomer to the student union, Tanja, enters the 

kitchen. 

 

Excerpt 13: Multia-edustus ‘Multia-representation’ (Pekkanen), 2015, 

Finnish, face-to-face, conversation in student union kitchen 

 
01 ANN:   terve[tuloo?   

          welcome?  

02 HAN: 1    [mitä sä] opiske↑let_ 

                what are you studying 

 

03 TAN: 2 öö farmasia-a   alot-i-n      sitte< 

             pharmacy-PAR start-PST-1SG then      

             er I just started ((to study)) pharmacy  



 

  

 

04 HAN:=> o[↑kei, ] 

05 TAN:    [ihan_ ] (.) ihan tänä syksynä että. 

            just.   (.) just this fall     so. 

 

06 HAN:-> niij justii.= 

          that’s right.  
 

07 ANN:   =kiva. 

           nice. 

 

08 HAN: 1 mistä sä oot koto:sin_ 

          where are you from, 

 

09 TAN: 2 Multialta? 

          Multia?   

 

10 HAN:=> mt o↑°kei:°. mul[tia-edustusta.] loistavaa? 

                     Multia representation. splendid? 

11 TAN:             [joo. kyllähh. ] 

                          yeah. that’s right. 

 

12 TAN:   vähän pienemmäst paikasta. 

          from a bit of a smaller place. 

 

13 HAN:-> niij justii. mites sä [oot (viihtyny).] 

          right. how do you (like it here) 

14 ANN:                         [NOO HAnna      ] on 

                                 well Hanna is from 

   

15        [ka:nnonkoskelta ettäh? 

           place.name       so 

           Kannonkoskelta so? 

 

16 HAN:   [£ehhhh (ni(h)ij -).£ 

 

17 TAN:   £joo. oke:i.£ joo. 

          yeah. okay. yeah.   

 

In the segment above, successive Q-A-okei sequences are a part of a larger 

activity of ‘getting to know a new person’, featuring two “old hands” 

(Hanna and Anna) and a new-comer (Tanja). In the segment, the same 

person, Hanna, presents two requests for information to the newcomer, 

Tanja, and receives the answers with okei (lines 2 and 4, and 8 and 10). In 

both cases, okei is produced with a rise in pitch at the beginning of the 

second syllable and a glide to a final fall (with a vowel lengthening in line 



 

  

10). The prosodic pattern is thus similar to the first okei in the preceding 

example, Excerpt 12. 

The rise in pitch makes the two okeis prosodically marked. In both 

cases, the okei is followed by an assessment by one of the two old hands. In 

the first case, okei (line 4) responds to information about the newcomer's 

study field. Overlapping with the second syllable of okei, the informer 

continues her turn by saying that she has just started her studies 

(continuation possibly projected with a glottal stop at the end of the prior 

word sitte<, marked here with <; see Ogden 2001). This piece of 

information is received with a particle cluster niij justii by the questioner 

(line 6), displaying an understanding of the contents of the informing in this 

sequential and activity context. It is produced with a weak accent on its first 

part and a final fall. Latched onto this, the other old hand, Anna, responds 

with a standard positive assessment kiva 'nice' (line 7). This gives the 

impression that while appreciating the piece of new information, the 

recipients are not encouraging its elaboration. 

The second occurrence of okei comes after an inquiry about Tanja’s 

hometown and a response to it (lines 8–10). After okei, produced as a 

prosodic unit of its own, its speaker Hanna adds two further elements to her 

turn as prosodic units of their own. They emphasize the relevance and 

sufficiency but also the newsworthiness of the information provided. The 

first elaboration (‘Multia-representation’) repeats the name of the 

newcomer’s hometown, treating the newcomer as a representative of the 



 

  

town, and the second (‘splendid’) presents an upgraded positive assessment 

of the state of affairs. Okei is thus used to acknowledge the newsworthiness 

of the prior answers while also marking them as sufficient and relevant 

answers in this particular activity context, in which two student union old 

hands are getting to know and welcoming a new member. Presumably, 

hometown and study field are essential background information on which 

the interactants can build their acquaintanceship within the union. Also in its 

“change-of-state” use, then, okei does not necessarily encourage the 

continuation of the topic but – together with the subsequent positive 

assessment – indicates the sufficiency of the information received for the 

current purpose. 

The cases we analyzed in this section show how okei is used to 

receive the co-participant’s prior talk as newsworthy. These okei responses 

are produced with marked prosody, i.e., with a pitch step up and the 

lengthening of the second syllable, ending with a final fall. All the segments 

we have analyzed come from activities in which sharing a piece of 

information about one’s personal life is made relevant; in these cases the 

information is not instrumental for some other activity, as in the cases of the 

preceding section. The type of interaction and the ongoing activity in which 

okei is produced, however, differs in these segments.  

We started with a segment from a radio interview which focused on 

the latest news in the life of a popular rock singer. Here, the interviewer 

used okei with a marked prosody to treat certain parts of the interviewee’s 



 

  

talk as newsworthy, thereby highlighting them and structuring the interview 

to the overhearing audience. The interviewer’s subsequent candidate 

understanding and summary assessment were used to further emphasize the 

newsworthiness of the information received, which contrasted with his 

otherwise minimal and prosodically unmarked responses. We then moved to 

an interaction between two student union old hands and a newcomer, that is, 

to an interaction in which the two types of participants were previously 

unknown to each other. The interaction proceeded as sequences in which the 

old hands asked the newcomer questions about her studies and other 

relevant issues, thus asking for and receiving new information. Within this 

activity, the old hands used okei produced with a marked prosody to receive 

answers, but no elaboration followed. This made the interaction as a kind of 

interview. 

The ongoing activity in these two segments of interactions focused on 

providing and receiving information. Okei with a marked prosody was used 

as the first response in receiving the information as newsworthy, followed 

by an explicit affiliative evaluation of the information received (cf. Heritage 

2011; Couper-Kuhlen 2012a; Hakulinen and Sorjonen 2012) Our examples 

show that prosodic salience is used as an indication of treating the prior 

informing as newsworthy. Whether the information gets topicalized in the 

subsequent talk and to what extent, however, is another matter, which 

depends on the specifics of the type of larger ongoing activity and the social 

roles that the speakers orient toward in the situation.  



 

  

 

 

6. Expressing doubt or perplexity toward the information received: okei 

produced with stylized prosody  

 

In this last analytic section of the paper we present two cases that also 

receive a turn designed to provide new information. In these cases, however, 

okei is produced with stylized prosody (on stylization, see e.g., Szczepek 

Reed 2006; Ogden, Hakulinen, and Tainio 2004) which, we suggest, offers 

additional layers of (affective) meaning. That is, while the response word 

okei itself offers (provisional) acceptance of the relevance and sufficiency of 

the information, the stylized prosody implies some problem with the status 

of the informing turn. In the sequential context and ongoing activity in 

which okei is produced in the examples, the status of the informing can be 

understood as questionable to the recipient of the informing in terms of its 

reliability, or the action implications of the informing concerning the 

recipient may remain unclear. In other words, stylized okei conveys a 

doubtful, puzzled or baffled stance towards the informing (see also Chapter 

3 in this volume on ‘discrepancy of expectation’; Couper-Kuhlen, this 

volume). 



 

  

We will start with a case in which okei is produced with a rising final 

pitch at the end of a possibly complete informing sequence.7 In this excerpt, 

Susa, her partner Paavo and her sister Maija are talking about last night’s 

get-together with family and friends that apparently involved drinking; 

present in the current interaction is also Susa’s friend Iina. Susa has asked 

Maija about how she spent the night after the get-together. It has become 

apparent that Maija – who spent the night at her boyfriend’s house – has 

very vague recollections about the course of the evening. In line 1, Susa 

asks another question: whether Maija and her boyfriend watched a movie 

during her stay there.   

 

Excerpt 14: Leffa ‘film’ (Repair Aineisto1_30_40), 2011, Finnish, face-to-

face, informal conversation  

   
01 SUS:   ↑p(h)it(h)ti k(h)ysyy et ↓katoitteks te j(h)onku leffan. 

          I meant to ask whether you guys watched a movie. 

 

02 MAI:   mth äää, 

 

03        (.) 

 

04 SUS:   krhm [krhm 

05 MAI:        [joo eiku< (1.0) e::i   °kai me katottu   sillon°_ 

                yeah no   (1.0) I don’t think we watched any then    

 

06        (0.7) 

 

07 SUS:   su-l       (on)   muisti (°pela-a   aika   hyvin°)_ 

          you.SG-ADE be.3SG memory  work-3SG pretty well 

          you (have) your memory (is working pretty well) 

    

08 MAI:   no ku [m(h)ä h [m(h)hä] hä   ] 

          well coz I- I-   

09 PAA:         [niin näyttä-ä pelaa-van 

                 PRT   seem-3SG work-PTCP.GEN   

                 so it seems to be doing   

 
7
 In some other cases in our data, however, a similarly produced okei may solely mark the 

receipt of a subcomponent of a larger informing, treating it as still unfinished (cf. Chapter 

3, this volume). 



 

  

10 SUS:                  [m(h)e ] he he] 

 

11 MAI:   [hä .hhh ] mä e oikeesti 

                      I don’t really 

12 SUS:   [he he .h] 

 

13 MAI:   muista m ka- me katottiin siis kaks leffaa mä en  

          remember I mean we watched two movies I don’t 

  

14        muista et katottiiks me se toinen tänä 

          remember whether we watched the other one this  

 

15        aamuna myös. .hhh 

          morning as well  

 

16        (0.5) 

 

17 MAI:   [joo   ka]tottiin °varmaan 

           yes  we did     I guess  

18 SUS:   [mkr krhm] 

 

19 MAI:   (mut[ta emmä)°_ ] 

           but    I don’t  

20 PAA:       [nii et  te ]   e-tte   eilen     illa-lla     

               PRT PRT you-PL NEG-2PL yesterday evening-ADE  

               so you didn’t 

 

21        katto-nu  yhtään_ 

          watch-PPT any 

          watch any last night 

 

22        (0.7) 

 

23 MAI:   mhi hi ehh heh .hh (.) nii 

                                 yeah  

 

24        nii e(h)i kai s(h)itte kato-ttu, 

          PRT NEG   PRT PRT      watch-PPPC 

          yeah I guess ((we)) didn’t then 

 

25        (.) 

 

26 PAA:   hhhhih[h] 

27 SUS:=>       [o]hh [oke:]i_ 

28 MAI:               [hih ] 

 

29 IIN:   mhih 

 

30        (.) 

 

31 SUS:   .ähmff (.) ää mikä #se  toine ol-i#, 

                        what DEM3 other be-PST.3SG 

                        what was the other one 

 

The question about the movie is clearly within Maija’s epistemic domain; 

however, in her answer she claims uncertainty with respect to the requested 



 

  

information (line 5) (‘I don’t think we watched any then’). This invokes 

teasing commentaries on Maija’s ability to remember from Susa and her 

partner Paavo (lines 7 and 9). In lines 11–15 Maija goes on to specify what 

she remembers and does not remember: she does remember that they 

watched two movies, but she does not remember whether they watched one 

the previous night or both of them that morning. In lines 20–21, Paavo 

produces a candidate understanding: by prefacing it with nii et he suggests 

that the reformulation is based on Maija’s own words (Sorjonen 2018). In 

lines 23–24, Maija confirms Paavo’s candidate understanding, still 

epistemically downgrading her answer (‘yeah I guess we didn’t then’). 

This answer is received with okei by Susa (line 27). Okei here targets 

Maija’s answers and accounts as a whole: it conveys conditional acceptance 

but at the same time skepticism through its prosodic design, and accent on 

and lengthening of the vowel in the second syllable moving to a final rise. 

Our understanding is that okei produced with falling intonation would 

convey unconditional acceptance of Maija’s account, while the rise in pitch 

(with the vowel lengthening) indexes conditional acceptance with a doubtful 

stance. Rising intonation may of course also foreshadow the fact that from 

the okei producer’s point of view, the issue is not yet completely dealt with: 

in line 31 Susa asks another question about the name of the movie that 

Maija and her boyfriend watched, thus casting further doubt on the 

reliability of Maija’s account. 



 

  

In the next excerpt, okei is given as a response to the informing of a 

plan. Tommi and Vilma are friends talking on the phone. 

 

Excerpt 15: Pikkujoululahja ‘pre-Christmas present’ (KTA2 Sg405), 2008, 

Finnish, mobile phone call, informal conversation 

 
01 TOM:   no [MO:I. 

          PRT hi 

02 VIL:      [moro. 

              hi 

 

03 TOM:   >huhuu<. 

          hello  

 

04        (1.0) 

 

05 VIL:   kuuluu(ko). 

          can you hear me  

 

06 TOM:   kuuluu kuuluu. (0.2) no_ (0.2) missäs meet. 

          yes yes (0.2) so (0.2) where are you 

 

07        (1.2) 

 

08 VIL:   .hh mmm (.) #joensuussa#, 

                       in Joensuu  

 

09 TOM:   o[lit]ko nukkumassa. 

          were you sleeping 

10 VIL:    [ehh] 

 

11 VIL:   .hh <#jo[o:#>? 

                yeah 

12 TOM:           [he- hei kuule. .hh anteeks ku ilmotan näin  

                   he- hey listen .hh sorry to let you know so  

 

13        myöhään mutta tiiätkö mitä. 

          late but you know what 

 

14        (0.6) 

 

15 VIL:   no? 

          what  

 

16 TOM:   .h öö (.) ois vähä suunniteltii kato sillee että< sem-  

                    we were you know sort of planning that  

  

17        jokkainen ostaa semmosen ihan jonki pienon nyttysen  

          everyone buys this kind of a little bundle (’gift’) 

 

18        semmosen .hh niinku, (0.2) mikä tää nyt on semmosen 

          this kind of like (0.2) what is it now this kind of    

 

19        pikkusen pikkujoululahjan ja .h sitte (.) ne pistetään 



 

  

          a little pre-Christmas present and .h then (.) we   

 

20        pake:ttii ja sit ne niinku (.) arvotaan että  

          wrap them and then we like (.) draw lots to see  

 

21        kuka saa mitä°kii°. 

          who gets what 

 

22        (0.6) 

 

23 VIL:=> £ok↑:e:i£. [hi  

24 TOM:              [niih. 

 

25 VIL:   (.hhh) 

 

26          (0.6) 

 

27 VIL:   <joo>. 

          yeah 

 

28 TOM:   nii nii semmosta. 

          so that sort of thing 

 

29        (1.0) 

 

30 VIL:   <joo>.  

 

31 TOM:   ni[i. 

32 VIL:     [pittää yrittää kek#ssii jotakii#. 

             have to try to come up with something. 

 

Tommi begins to prepare for the reason for his call in line 12 by apologizing 

that he is letting know Vilma so late and then producing a pre-

announcement (‘you know what’, line 13). After Vilma’s go-ahead no (line 

15, Sorjonen 2002) he proceeds to his projected turn that is formulated as a 

plan he has made with some other people (‘we were you know planning’) 

regarding small gifts that everybody is supposed to buy for a Christmas 

party (lines 16–21). Reporting this to Vilma implies that the plan is relevant 

to her. However, Vilma does not immediately respond to the turn but a 0.6 

gap develops. This can be heard as foreshadowing a dispreferred response, 

or as an indication that extra time is needed for processing the information. 

Finally, Vilma responds with okei (line 23). The prosodic delivery of the 



 

  

particle bears similarities to the instances that orient toward the informing as 

newsworthy. That is, there is a pitch step-up and lengthening on the second 

syllable. However, there are also features that can be seen as adding an 

additional, affective layer. The stop k remains unreleased for slightly longer 

than is expected. In fact, the whole word is produced considerably slowly. 

This gives the impression that Vilma is processing the information she 

received (possibly because Tommi had woken her up), while the rise in 

pitch in the second syllable foregrounds the treating-as-news character of 

the particle. Together, these features contribute to a doubtful stance, that is, 

the speaker is not yet ready to respond to the turn as a proposal or to display 

acceptance or rejection of it. 

Treating the announced plan as a piece of news that is still in need of 

extra processing is obviously not enough for the sequence to proceed. That 

is, the announcement of a plan that also concerns Vilma would require a 

more explicit display of acceptance of and thereby commitment to the plan 

and/or an evaluation of it. What is noteworthy is that if produced as 

prosodically unmarked, the particle okei could constitute a sufficient 

response to the report as a proposal (directive action), indicating acceptance 

of and commitment to the plan. However, the prosodically heightened okei 

is insufficient, which is reflected in the next turns by Tommi. He produces 

turns that do not introduce anything new (‘so that sort of things’, line 28; nii 

‘yes’, re-asserting the plan, and making Vilma’s response relevant, lines 24, 

31, cf. Sorjonen 2001, 195–199), prompting a stronger commitment from 



 

  

Vilma. Vilma finally gives a response (line 32, ‘have to try to come up with 

something’), which then closes the sequence. 

In summary, although okei can be used to accept proposals, in this 

case the prosodic delivery conveys a stance towards the proposed activity. 

That is, the rise in pitch on the second syllable brings in orientation toward 

the news aspect of the informing of the plan (cf. ex. 10–11), which suggests 

that the content of the prior turn still requires processing before the plan can 

be accepted. Although the prosodic pattern differs from the previous 

example, it works similarly: it can also be understood as a provisional 

acceptance of the proposed plan. 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, we have focused on the usages of okei that we found to be 

relatively recent in Finnish interactions, those in which okei occurs in 

epistemically-driven sequences (cf. Couper-Kuhlen, this volume), 

responsive to the co-participant’s turn that implements an informing. In 

these usages, okei seemed to have entered the area of interactional activities 

that form the home base for response particles described by the cover term 

“change-of-state tokens” in English, such as oh in English and aijaa, aha(a), 

jaa, vai nii, ja(a)ha in Finnish. This raised the question of the kind of 

interactional work okei does compared to the dedicated change-of-state 



 

  

tokens, as well as the association between the design, activity and sequential 

contexts of the informings, and the action implemented by okei. Instead of 

situating okei in a category such as change-of-state tokens a priori, we 

wanted to tease out its work by exploring the different kinds of contexts of 

use within the domain of “informings”. 

As a first step in exploring the use of okay as a response to 

informings, we briefly compared its use with the use of response particles 

that have become conventionalized as responses that  orient toward the 

epistemic aspects of talk. We found evidence for differences in the use 

between okei and the conventional change-of-state tokens from two sources: 

from the character of the subsequent interaction after the response, and from 

the order in which they occurred together. Thus the central change-of-state 

particle aijaa was followed by its speaker’s topicalizing question of the 

informing, whereas the okei speaker treated the informing as understood and 

sufficient, and not needing elaboration. Secondly, the order of the response 

particles was invariant: The response type that is lexicalized as a resource 

for epistemic work (aijaa) was directly adjacent to the informing. Okei, in 

turn, treated the informing as having formed a sufficient action in the 

current sequential context and thus proposed a sequence and activity closure 

(see also Koivisto 2013, on ainii as a similarly structured composite 

response). 

For understanding the work of okei as a response to informings, we 

further investigated the design and placement of the informing with respect 



 

  

to its placement in the interaction. The relevant aspect here was, in addition 

to the placement of okei in its home sequence (i.e., in third position in a 

question-answer sequence), the placement and design of the informing in a 

larger sequence and activity. Thus it matters whether the informing to which 

okay responds forms an independent informing (e.g., telling a piece of 

news), or whether it is understood as preliminary and instrumental to 

another main action or activity. In the latter cases, okei is produced as 

prosodically flat (without any marked internal modulation) and with a final 

fall, and the okei speaker moves after okei to an action that treats the 

informing as understood and not needing elaboration. 

As part of this exploration, we briefly discussed a group of particles 

other than the change-of-state tokens (like aijaa) which are used for treating 

the prior turn as understood and sufficient, the particles joo, joojoo and just. 

We explored these particles and okei in similar sequential contexts (in the 

third position of a question – answer sequence at the beginning of telephone 

calls), finding that okei provided a slightly different type of response in 

comparison to joo, joojoo and just. What appears to be relevant is the 

relationship between the sequence that the particle was part of and the 

subsequent talk by the particle speaker in the turn. More specifically, we 

found, subject to further work with more data, that joo, joojoo and just were 

followed by a sequence and topic that was unrelated to the prior sequence 

and the informing to which these particles responded. The demarcation 

between sequences and separate activities was enforced by producing the 



 

  

response particle with a falling final contour, and hence the subsequent talk 

formed a prosodic unit of its own. In contrast, the talk subsequent to okei in 

the turn oriented toward the informing being relevant from the perspective 

of a larger, still ongoing activity. Here the work of okei as receiving the 

informing as understood and locally sufficient, and its work in transitions 

and closings intertwine (cf. De Stefani and Mondada, this volume; Chapter 

4, this volume). Our observations point to a possible ongoing reorganization 

of how informings are received, in which okei plays a role. 

To find out more about the use of okei in relation to change-of-state 

tokens (e.g., aijaa) and as a resource for orienting to the newsworthiness of 

the information, we studied contexts in which telling news about one’s life 

and catching up with someone was made relevant, that is, where the point of 

informings was not instrumental. In contrast to the okei responses produced 

with flat prosody and a final fall, we found here that okei was often 

produced with marked prosody, more specifically with a pitch step up and 

lengthening of the second syllable, ending with a final fall. This kind of 

prosodically marked okei response is the first response to the informing, and 

it receives the information as newsworthy. The okei was subsequently 

followed by an elaboration that specified the stance by the okei speaker, for 

example, by a positively valenced assessment. To what extent the topic will 

be talked about, however, is another matter, which depends on the specifics 

of the type of larger ongoing activity and the social roles that the speakers 

orient toward in the situation.  



 

  

We finished by considering instances in which okei was produced 

with stylized prosody. In these cases, okei appears to display doubt, 

puzzlement or bafflement with respect to the information received, making 

the acceptance of the informing provisional. We showed examples of two 

prosodic patterns. In the first case, the expression of doubt was displayed 

through second-syllable vowel lengthening, with a gradually rising final 

intonation. In the second, the prosodic delivery contained similarities with 

okeis that oriented toward the informing being newsworthy, having a pitch 

step up and lengthening on the second syllable. However, the additional 

feature that contributed to the stance of puzzlement in the segment we 

analyzed was the slow production of the response. 

In this chapter we have provided empirical information on the use of 

okay in some of the sequential contexts in which it is used as a response to 

an informing in Finnish interactions. We have discussed okei from some of 

the perspectives that we see as important in discovering what kind of 

interactional resource a particular response form, in this case okei, is. These 

include its sequential context and the possible larger activity context, the 

prosodic design of the response, and the design of the rest of the turn it 

occupies, as well as the development of interaction after okei. On a more 

general level, we have sought a more holistic analysis of the target 

phenomenon, including its larger context and the larger indexical field of 

response particles in the given language. 
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